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Abstract

Differentiated instruction is considered to be an important teaching quality domain to
address the needs of individual students in daily classroom practices. However, little is
known about whether differentiated instruction is empirically distinguishable from other
teaching quality domains in different national contexts. Additionally, little is known about
how the complex skill of differentiated instruction compares with other teaching quality
domains across national contexts. To gain empirical insight in differentiated instruction
and other related teaching quality domains, cross-cultural comparisons provide valuable
insights. In this study, teacher classroom practices of two high-performing educational
systems, The Netherlands and South Korea, were observed focusing on differentiated
instruction and other related teaching quality domains using an existing observation
instrument. Variable-centred and person-centred approaches were applied to analyze the
data. The study provides evidence that differentiated instruction can be viewed as a
distinct domain of teaching quality in both national contexts, while at the same time being
related to other teaching domains. In both countries, differentiated instruction was the
most difficult domain of teaching quality. However, differential relationships between
teaching quality domains were visible across teacher profiles and across countries.
Keywords differentiated instruction . teaching quality . classroom observation . measurement
invariance . cross-national study . secondary education
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Introduction
Contemporary classrooms throughout the world are filled with students who have varying
learning needs because of differences in prior knowledge or readiness, background, and motivation, to name a few. Policies focused on de-tracking, the inclusion of students from culturally and
linguistically diverse backgrounds, and inclusive education have caused the learning needs of
students within classrooms to differ considerably. In the same time, policymakers emphasize that
all students should be supported to develop their knowledge and skills at their own level
(Humphrey et al. 2006; Rock et al. 2008; Smale-Jacobse et al. in press; Tomlinson 2015). One
way teachers could address these needs is by using differentiated instruction. Differentiation is a
philosophy of teaching, implying that teachers value student diversity and are willing to make
adaptations to their teaching to better meet the learning needs of diverse students (Tomlinson et al.
2003). When teachers apply these ideas to adapt the instruction in their lessons, we call it
differentiated instruction. Addressing students’ learning needs by teaching adaptively within
classrooms, as opposed to stratification between classrooms or schools, has been proposed as a
desirable approach in a fair educational system (OECD 2012, 2018b). Within-class differentiated
instruction may be implemented by pre-planned adaptations of content, process, product, learning
environment, or learning time based on assessment of students’ readiness or another relevant
characteristic influencing students’ learning (Tomlinson 2014).
To gain more insight in how differentiated instruction is implemented within classrooms,
information from observations can provide us with meaningful information. Classroom observations are often used to understand teaching by identifying ‘dimensions’ of teaching and
investigating how those dimensions contribute to outcomes such as student learning or
motivation. In time, this can inform initiatives for improving teaching (Bell et al. 2019). Since
differentiated instruction has been a topic of interest in different countries across the world, it
would be insightful to see how differentiated teaching behaviour is observed in classrooms
internationally. International comparisons of teaching between countries could give insights in
whether teaching quality can be generalized from one context to another, and unveil whether
relationships among teaching behaviours are the same across a full range of school and
classroom contexts (Reynolds 2000; Reynolds et al. 2014). Therefore, in this study, we focus
on cross-country comparisons of classroom observations of differentiated instruction.
Our study takes the form of an empirical and psychometric analysis of observed differentiation
practices in two countries: South Korea and The Netherlands. In these two countries, differentiated
instruction has gained prominent interest of educationalists and policymakers (see e.g. Kim, Cho &
Lee, 2012; Ministry of Education, Culture and Science 2014, 2016). Both countries are ranked
among the above average scoring countries with regard to student performance in popular comparative studies such as the Programme for International Student Assessment (PISA), Trends in
International Mathematics and Science Study (TIMSS), and Progress in International Reading
Literacy Study (PIRLS) (Martin et al. 2016a, b; Mullis et al. 2017; OECD 2016d). Teachers in
both countries generally see the benefits of differentiated instruction, but struggle with applying it in
practice (Cha and Ahn 2014; Van Casteren et al. 2017). Naturally, there could also be differences
between these countries that may affect how teachers differentiate, such as cultural values and the
practical support teachers receive. Exploring similarities and differences in differentiated teaching
across South Korea and The Netherlands may open up doors for learning from each other and
further developing initiatives to boost differentiated teaching on a more global scale.
In international studies, the question whether constructs can be measured and interpreted in
the same way in both contexts is of great importance (Van de Vijver and Tanzer 2004). Past
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research investigating teaching quality between The Netherlands and South Korea has provided a useful indication regarding comparability of interpretations (measurement invariance)
and the feasibility of comparing teaching quality, including differentiation (Van de Grift et al.
2017). However, this previous study is subject to some limitations. First, the study relied
mainly on the variable-centred approach treating the response categories as being continuous.
Treating categorical variables as continuous may introduce bias because the distance between
categories is assumed to be equal, while in reality this may not be the case. Second, the study
included a relatively small sample from the Netherlands, including only experienced teachers.
Third, the analysis included a student engagement measure in the simultaneous analysis of
factor invariance, while conceptually student engagement is not a component of teachers’
teaching behaviour. In the present study, we aim to replicate these results by using larger
samples and refined methodological approaches combining variable-centred and categorical
multiple-group confirmatory factor analysis and person-centred (categorical latent class analysis) approaches. Moreover, the current study focuses specifically on differentiated instruction,
which gives the possibility of further exploring this specific domain by studying how
differentiated instruction is related to other domains of teaching. Because of its importance
for practice and policy nowadays, it is helpful to know how differentiated instruction is related
to other teaching quality domains and to see whether it is possible to distinguish different types
of teachers with regards to their differentiated instruction.
In short, the present study aims to facilitate cross-national comparisons of differentiated
instruction by studying how an observation scale measuring differentiated instruction is
interpreted across countries, how differentiated instruction relates to other teaching domains
and how teachers can be clustered with regards to their differentiated instruction. By doing this
for the context of South Korea and The Netherlands with relatively large samples, we set out to
extend and refine previous findings with regard to differentiated instruction in these countries.

Theoretical framework
Differentiated instruction
When teachers aim to differentiate their teaching, they may organize this by differentiating
their instruction within the classroom or beyond the classroom (e.g. by tracking students
between classrooms). Our focus is on differentiated instruction within classrooms. In differentiated instruction in the classroom, the primary focus is on the teaching practices and
techniques teachers use and the content, processes or products they differentiate (McQuarrie
et al. 2008; Valiande and Koutselini 2009) in respect to the assessment of students’ learning
needs (Prast et al. 2015; Roy et al. 2013; Tomlinson 2014). Teachers may for instance adapt the
complexity of the task, offer students different learning times, give extended instruction to
subgroups of students or allow for variations in students’ output. Secondly, the organizational
aspect of differentiated instruction entails the structure in which the differentiated instruction is
embedded (for instance in homogeneous or heterogeneous groups) (Smale-Jacobse et al. in
press). To enable differentiated instruction during a lesson, teachers should plan the period and
lesson, assess students’ learning needs, prepare and execute the differentiated instruction
during the lesson, evaluate students’ progress and use other effective teaching behaviours like
classroom management and high-quality instruction that set the stage for differentiation
(Keuning et al. 2017; Smale-Jacobse et al. in press).
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Differentiated instruction has been related to better student outcomes in multiple metaanalyses of the literature, mostly having small to moderate effects (Deunk et al. 2018; Hattie
2009; Kulik et al. 1990; Smale-Jacobse et al. in press; Steenbergen-Hu et al. 2016), although
some studies found no or limited empirical evidence for benefits of the approach (Sipe and
Curlette 1996; Slavin 1990).

Differentiated instruction as an aspect of teaching quality
In our study, we follow the conceptualization of differentiated instruction as being one of six
domains of observable teaching behaviours that together indicate teaching quality: creating a
safe learning climate, efficient classroom management, quality of instruction, activating
teaching methods, teaching learning strategies and differentiated instruction (Van de Grift
2007). This categorization has been used to operationalize teaching quality in the International
Comparative Analysis of Teaching and Learning (ICALT) instrument (Van de Grift 2014).
These domains of teaching behaviours used in this instrument have been strongly grounded in
the literature on teaching quality, and encompass nearly all teaching domains from other wellknown instruments (Bell et al. 2019; Dobbelaer 2019; Van de Grift 2014), including the ones
used by Pianta and Hamre (2009) and Danielson (Danielson 2013; see for a comparison
Maulana et al. 2015). Additionally, the instrument is economic and user-friendly due to
manageable number of items, comprehensible language use and simple format, which makes
it highly attractive for researchers and teachers internationally. Moreover, the six-domain
framework of teaching quality has been successfully applied in a previous study on comparisons of teaching across South Korea and the Netherlands (Van de Grift et al. 2017), as well as
in other cross-national comparisons of teaching (Van de Grift et al. 2014), providing a
justification for our stance.
Other well-known teaching quality models also include differentiated instruction into their
conceptualizations. For instance, one conceptual framework uses three domains of teaching
quality: classroom management, student support (including e.g. differentiation and feedback)
and cognitive activation (including e.g. challenging tasks and support of learning strategies;
Praetorius, et al. 2018). A recent review of frequently used observation measures for teaching
quality identifies nine domains of teaching included in different teaching quality instruments:
safe and stimulating learning climate, classroom management, involvement/motivation of
students, explanation of subject matter, quality of subject matter representation, cognitive
activation, assessment for learning, differentiated instruction, teaching learning and student
self-regulation (Bell et al. 2019). Another study in which eleven observation instruments were
compared shows that some operationalization of differentiated instruction was included in
almost all of the content-generic and hybrid instruments, in combination with items on
classroom- and time management, presentation of content, activation of students, teacher
support, assessment and socio-emotional support (Praetorius and Charalambous 2018). Regarding the form and quality of the lessons, the domains of teaching typically include different
effective teaching behaviours such as setting minimum goals, using clear and structured
teaching, activating students, supporting students in the use of learning strategies, providing
challenging feedback and support, regularly evaluating students’ learning progress, guiding
students’ learning by means of modelling and questioning, providing students with subjectspecific learning activities and providing differentiated instruction to meet students’ learning
needs (Creemers, Scheerens, & Reynolds 2000; Creemers and Kyriakides 2006; Day et al.
2008; Hattie 2009; Klieme et al. 2009; Ko et al. 2013; Kyriakides et al. 2013; Muijs et al.
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2014; Reynolds et al. 2014; Scheerens 2016; Seidel and Shavelson 2007; Van de Grift 2014).
Some well-known examples of instruments of teaching quality including items on differentiated are the ISTOF instrument by Teddlie et al. (2006), the COS-R instrument by Van TasselBaska et al. (2006), the FFT instrument by Danielson (2013) and the ICALT instrument by Van
de Grift et al. (2014). Alternatively, in some models of teaching quality, differentiation is taken
up as an integral part of all teaching quality domains (Kyriakides et al. 2009). Based on a largescale study on teaching quality across European, North-American, Pacific Countries, Canada
and Australia, Reynolds et al. (2002) concluded that most factors known from national schooland teacher effectiveness research ‘work’ in different international contexts. However, the way
they are operationalized in practice may vary across countries based on the teaching context.
Theoretically, other domains of teaching behaviour such as making sure the learning environment is encouraging for all students and managing classroom routines are expected to
facilitate successful execution of differentiated instruction (Tomlinson 2014). Also, high-quality
behaviours like explaining or questioning can be used in a differentiated manner, and in that way
provide input for differentiated instruction (Smale-Jacobse et al. in press). In line with this
theoretical relatedness, empirical studies have found that differentiated instruction was related
to—but also empirically distinguishable from—other domains of teaching (Van de Grift et al.
2014, 2017; Van der Lans et al. 2017, 2018). There is evidence that teaching quality can be
measured as a unidimensional construct including different domains that build up in a stage-like
manner (Pietsch 2010; Van de Grift et al., 2014; Van der Lans et al. 2018).

Complexity of differentiated instruction
From the literature, we know that teachers often find differentiating instruction relatively
challenging to implement in practice (Tomlinson et al. 2003; Subban 2006). This can also be
traced back to the results of empirical studies on teaching quality. Previously, IRT modelling was
used to distinguish the systematic ordering of observed teaching behaviours. In different contexts,
a cumulative-hierarchical ordering of teaching behaviours has been found, suggesting that the
probability of a teacher to implement differentiated instruction within classrooms increases when
other teaching quality domains are better. In that sense, differentiated instruction is related to other
domains in a stage-like manner in which differentiated instruction is one of the relatively
demanding domains of teaching behaviours that is typically seen in the lessons of highly effective
teachers who incorporate behaviours from other domains in their lessons too (Van de Grift et al.
2014, 2017; Pietsch 2010; Van der Lans et al. 2017, 2018). For example, teachers who are good in
classroom management, clear explanation and activation of students are more likely to differentiate than teachers who facilitate a good classroom climate but cannot yet explain clearly. Teachers
with relatively high teaching quality are more likely to teach in a student-centred manner and take
into account student differences into their teaching (Pietsch 2010).

The current study
Study context
Findings from a previous study in the context of South Korea and the Netherlands show some
evidence for the possibility to reliably measure differentiated instruction across national
contexts and to relate it to other teaching behaviours (Van de Grift et al. 2017). This study
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shows that South Korean teachers may be more skilled in differentiating instruction than Dutch
teachers. However, other studies have found mixed findings for the comparability of differentiated instruction across countries (OECD 2014b; Van de Grift 2014). When studying
teaching across countries, the context matters (Van de Vijver and Tanzer 2004). In the
following section, a description is given of the national contexts in which our study took place.

The Netherlands
Student performance International comparisons in secondary and primary education show
that students attending Dutch schools perform above average, comparable to other highperforming European and Asian educational systems (Martin et al. 2016a, b; Mullis et al.
2017; OECD 2016d). The majority of teenagers master at least the basic skills in reading,
mathematics and science.
School system The Dutch educational system is highly tracked (i.e. students are separated by
ability in a large number of different educational tracks from the early age of twelve), does not
apply a national curriculum and gives extensive autonomy to schools and teachers (OECD
2014a, c, d). The high level of decentralization is balanced by a strong school inspection
mechanism and a national examination system.
Teaching profession The teaching profession does not have an above average status, but the
quality of teachers is generally high with the large majority mastering the basic teaching skills
well (Inspectorate of Education 2018a; Schleicher 2016).
Issues and policies related to differentiated instruction There are some concerns about
the Dutch education system. For instance, the early tracking system creates obstacles for
students to switch tracks flexibly. Even in a highly tracked system, teachers need to
increase the use of differentiated instruction in order to support students with different
learning needs within the tracks, to support permeability between the tracks, and to
enhance student motivation (OECD 2016c). Next, there is a concern that excellent
students may not be reaching their full potential (Ministry of Education, Culture and
Science 2014; OECD 2016c). Moreover, there is a current debate about the limited
opportunities of children of low socioeconomic status to compensate for their initial
learning delays and perform according to their potential (Inspectorate of Education
2018a). Based on these issues, supporting performance and equity are important issues
in Dutch education (OECD 2014a). Such policy trends have increased the demand for
differentiated instruction practices with a focus on supporting underperforming students as
well as on stimulating talented students (Ministry of Education, Culture and Science 2014,
2016). It is even taken up in national law that schools must align teaching to the learning
needs of different students. The implementation of differentiated instruction is supervised
by the Inspectorate of Education [Inspectie van het Onderwijs] (2018a, b).
Differentiated instruction in practice Although Dutch teachers are aware of the general ideas
behind differentiated instruction, they find it challenging to fully understand the concept and to
appropriately use it in practice (Van Casteren et al. 2017). Nevertheless, differentiated instruction has been implemented to some extent. For instance, ability grouping within some classes
is not uncommon (OECD 2016d). And a few years ago, about a quarter of students reported
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that their mathematics teacher ‘gives different work to students who have difficulties in
learning and/or to those who can advance faster’ (Schleicher 2016). However, differentiation
is often observed to be rather ad hoc and takes place outside of the classroom frequently. In
both secondary and primary education, the implementation of differentiated instruction shows
ample room for improvement (Inspectorate of Education [Inspectie van het Onderwijs] 2018a;
OECD 2016c). The difficulties Dutch teachers experience seems to stem from issues of
practical nature as well as limited professionalization; e.g. they do not receive much training
in differentiated instruction and assessment skills, they feel that there is too little time available
for developing and planning differentiated lessons and collaboration between colleagues is
limited (OECD 2016c; Van Casteren et al. 2017). Furthermore, policy requirements asking
teachers to both strive for equity by offering extra support to low-ability students and to
promote excellence of top performers may result in dilemmas about how they should best
spend their time (Denessen 2017).

South Korea
Student performance The South Korean educational system is among the top-performing
systems showing great improvements over time according to most of the PISA and TIMSS
assessments (Martin et al. 2016a, b; OECD 2016e). This remarkable educational development
contributed to a boost of human capital and economic growth (Akiba and Han 2007; Bermeo
2014). South Korea’s performance reveals a low percentage of underachieving students, and
high percentages of excellent students.
School system Tracking starts at the age of 14, which is the same as the OECD average, and
grade repetition is rare (OECD 2016b). On average, class size is around 23 students (OECD
2018a). In general, in the Korean society, education is seen as top priority, which has deep
roots in South Korea’s traditional respect for knowledge and ongoing development (Bermeo
2014). High academic achievement is greatly prized and is closely monitored using the
evaluation and assessment framework defined by the Ministry of Education (OECD 2016b).
One of the major learning resources in South Korean classes is government endorsed textbooks, and information and communication technology (ICT) is used frequently as well
(Bermeo 2014; Heo et al. 2018).
Teaching profession The South Korean system greatly emphasizes teaching quality and
ongoing development in the teaching profession. Teachers are recruited from the top graduates,
with strong financial and social incentives (social recognition as well as opportunities for
career advancement and beneficial occupational conditions; Heo et al. 2018; Kang and Hong
2008; OECD 2016b; Sami 2013; Schleicher 2016). South Korean teachers participate frequently in after-school professionalization activities and work together relatively much by, for
instance, sharing lesson plans, activities and student materials (Sami 2013).
Issues and policies related to differentiated instruction There are some issues in the South
Korean system that have raised the need for differentiated instruction. First, South Korea is
experiencing a rapid growth in students from multicultural families, due to rising immigration and an increasing number of international marriages (OECD 2016b). Second,
differences between students within classrooms are increasing due to ‘shadow education’
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in the form of tutoring in private tutoring institutions called ‘hagwons’ (Byun and Kim
2010). The South Korean government offers supplementary educational material free of
charge to all students (Heo et al. 2018; OECD 2016b). However, there is still the need to
further develop policies targeted at supporting students from low-income and multicultural
households (OECD 2016b). Third, there are concerns about students’ motivation and wellbeing (Kim 2003; OECD 2017). Since 2003, new policies regarding the ‘7th National
Curriculum’ have been implemented to improve student centredness and student autonomy
(Kim 2003). These changes are mostly aimed at between-class differentiation. One major
initiative to improve differentiation within the classroom is the ‘SMART learning’ initiative
from the Korean government. Smart Learning is an acronym for Self-directed, Motivated,
Adaptive, Resource-enriched, and Technology-embedded intervention, including possibilities for differentiated instruction fostered by technology (Kim, Cho & Lee, 2012). Additionally, since 2009 the Zero Plan for Below-Basic-Level Pupils has been in place
highlighting the focus for low achievers to meet educational standards (Lee 2016). Lastly,
the ‘2015 revised subject curriculum’ has strengthened the focus on helping students to
acquire a balanced set of subject competencies (Han et al. 2017). Competency-based
teaching could provide opportunities for differentiated instruction, although this is not
explicitly addressed in this respect.

Differentiated instruction in practice Some studies report that South Korean teachers do
acknowledge the need to differentiate in the classroom. In other studies, Korean teaching has
been marked as relatively traditional and with little emphasis on differentiation (Lee 2016;
Shin 2012). Just like Dutch teachers, teachers in Korea struggle with implementing differentiated instruction in practice (Cha and Ahn 2014). For instance, only about 16% of students in
the PISA study of 2012 reported that their mathematics teacher gave ‘different work to
students who have difficulties learning and/or to those who can advance faster’ (Schleicher
2016). However, policies like SMART education may open up more possibilities for differentiation in practice, and have already been implemented to some extent (Kim, Cho & Lee
2012). Also, publishers often provide supplementary materials for different levels that could be
used to differentiate (e.g. for mathematics, Kim et al. 2013). Some issues teachers may have
with differentiated instruction are for instance that they have to balance the quest for differentiated instruction with the very strong pressure to achieve excellence (in terms of high test
results) from students and parents, which poses a serious challenge for them (Cha and Ahn
2014). In addition, the highly standardized national curriculum offers relatively limited
autonomy for teachers (Schleicher 2016). Teachers do have some freedom to adapt learning
content and instruction, but in general, Korean teachers follow the textbooks quite strictly (Heo
et al. 2018). Lastly, given the Confucian cultural tradition of valuing groups over individuals,
teachers may encounter resistance from students and parents who might be reluctant to
acknowledge their differences.
To sum up, it is apparent that in both educational systems, teachers in general are
competent, and students’ academic performance level is high. Nevertheless, teachers in both
countries struggle to implement differentiated instruction, because of both practical reasons
(both countries) and balancing cultural values (particularly Korea). To some extent, differentiated instruction has already been implemented into both educational systems (by means of
e.g. ability grouping and SMART learning). Differentiated instruction is promoted at the policy
level with the aim to address both concerns about equality of educational opportunities and
about promoting excellence. One step forward to support differentiated instruction in both
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countries is to test the usefulness and relevance of an instrument measuring differentiated
instruction and its correlates to enable cross-country comparisons.

Aims and research questions
The current study aims to investigate the factor structure of a differentiated instruction scale for
classroom observation in comparison to other teaching quality domains, in order to gain
empirical evidence regarding the relevance and adequacy of comparing differentiated instruction and its correlates across countries. Two complementary approaches to test the crossnational comparability (measurement invariance) of the differentiated instruction observation
measure and its correlates were applied: (1) a variable-centred approach suitable to test the
comparability of country average scores, and (2) a person-centred approach suitable to test the
comparability of similar groups of teachers with similar scoring patterns in the two countries.
Person-centred approaches may produce multiple sets of parameters, while variable-centred
approaches produce a single set of group parameter (Howard and Hoffman 2018). Compared
with variable-centred approaches, the results of person-centred approaches ‘provide a moderate amount of specificity, as multiple subpopulations are described separately rather than the
entire sample together; and they provide a moderate amount of parsimony, as multiple sets of
parameters are produced rather than only one’ (Howard and Hoffman 2018, p. 850).
To address this central aim, the research questions are specified as follows:
1. Is differentiated instruction empirically distinguishable from other domains of teaching
quality in both countries? (construct specificity)
2. Is differentiated instruction interpreted identically in both countries? (variable-centred
measurement invariance)
3. How does differentiated instruction relate to other domains of teaching quality in both
countries? (correlates)
4. Are there differential relationships between differentiated instruction and other domains of
teaching quality in both countries? (differential effect)
5. Are different patterns of teaching quality identified from a simultaneous analysis of teacher
practices equivalent across the two countries? (person-centred measurement invariance)
6. Is there evidence to support that differentiated instruction is shown to be the most
demanding domain compared with other teaching quality domains in both countries?
(complexity level)

Methods
Participants and procedure
The present study included secondary school teachers in The Netherlands (Nteachers = 609,
Nschools = 160) and in South Korea (Nteachers = 376, Nschools = 26) respectively. Of the Dutch
teachers in the sample, 22.1% taught science-related subjects, 58.6% were female and 62.4%
were inexperienced. The average class size was 22.33 (SD = 9.45). Of the South Korean
teachers, 34.3% taught science-related subjects, 51.3% were female and 30.9% were inexperienced. The average class size was 29.12 (SD = 7.15).
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In both countries, similar procedures were applied. Initially, a stratified random sampling
was used. Due to low response rates, however, convenience sampling was applied. Invitations
to participate followed the common practice in each country. In the Netherlands, schools were
invited directly to participate by the principal researchers. In South Korea, schools were invited
through the formal educational district office. All teachers participated on a voluntary basis,
after an agreement was made between researchers and the participating schools. The participating teachers from The Netherlands came from 12 out of 25 educational regions of the Dutch
education system. The participating South Korean teachers were from three provinces (Daejon,
Chungbuk and Chungnam) that are among the total 17 local educational authorities, which
represent the average characteristics of schools and lessons in the country.
Typical lessons of the participating teachers were observed in the natural setting by trained
national observers during the academic year of 2017. Observers observed a full lesson. In
South Korea, one lesson was 45 minutes in junior secondary education and 50 minutes in
senior secondary education. In The Netherlands, one lesson was 50 minutes in secondary
education. The lesson of each participating teacher was observed once.

Measure
An observation instrument called the International Comparative Analysis of Teaching and
Learning (ICALT, Van de Grift, et al. 2014) was applied to observe teaching quality, including
differentiated instruction. The instrument is organized into six domains of teaching quality
captured by 32 items: safe and stimulating learning climate (4 items), efficient classroom
management (4 items), clarity of instructions (7 items), intensive and activating teaching (7
items), differentiated instruction (4 items), and teaching learning strategies (6 items). Items
were rated on a 4-point Likert scale: ‘1 = mostly weak’, ‘2 = more often weak than strong’, ‘3
= more often strong than weak’ and, ‘4 = mostly strong’.
Differentiated instruction includes items referring to teacher behaviour such as ‘[the
teacher] offers weaker learners extra study and instruction time’ and ‘[the teacher] adjusts
instructions to relevant inter-learner differences’ (see Appendix A for a listing and descriptive
statistics of all items of teaching behaviour, and Appendix B for particular items (highinference structures) measuring differentiated instruction and the corresponding examples of
good practices (low-inference structures)). Each item was rated on a 4-point Likert scale with
the following categories: ‘1 = mostly weak/missing’, ‘2 = more often weak than strong’, ‘3 =
more often strong than weak’ and ‘4 = mostly strong’. In both countries, the scale reliability is
good: between 0.74 and 0.87 (Netherlands), and between 0.79 and 0.87 (South Korea). For the
analysis reported here, response categories were recoded into three categories: ‘1 = mostly
weak and more often weak than strong’, ‘2 = more often strong than weak’ and ‘3 = mostly
strong’. This was done due to low response rates on the first category (‘mostly weak’) on a
large proportion of items in both countries. In about 40% of the total items, only 5% were
scored mostly weak (in some items, a score 1 was as low as 0.3%). Recoding improved model
identification and fit in both sets of analyses (Wang and Wang 2012).

Observer training
In both countries, observers were trained extensively using the same training format and
standards. Only observers that were certified in the training were allowed to observe teachers’
teaching practices in the classroom. All observers were experienced teachers knowledgeable
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about effective classroom practices. The training was organized in two phases. In the first
phase, an introduction to the roots and the theoretical foundations of the instrument was
provided. The observation guidelines were intensively discussed, and existing misapprehension of contents and constructs were clarified. In the second phase, the observation instrument
was applied and practiced by using two different video recordings of teaching behaviours in
the classroom until consensus of at least 0.70 across the whole observation instrument was
reached. The differences in scores were discussed in detail adding to the clarification of the
concepts and observation difficulties. In addition, the consensus estimate between the observers and the expert norm scores was calculated.
We used consensus estimates of inter-rater reliability. Consensus estimates are ‘useful when
different levels of the rating scale are assumed to represent a linear continuum of the construct,
but are ordinal in nature (i.e., Likert scale) (Stemler 2004)’. The ICALT observation instrument
used in this study has those characteristics. We applied a popular method for computing a
consensus estimate of inter-rater reliability by using a simple agreement percentage: a product
of adding up the number of items that received identical ratings by all raters and dividing that
number by the total number of items rated by all raters (Stemler 2004). The percentage of
agreement (consensus estimates) from the observer training was between 0.70 (first video) and
0.86 (second video), indicating a satisfactory level of consensus estimates of inter-rater
reliability between observers. The consensus estimate between the observers and the expert
norm ranged from 0.71 to 0.86, indicating a satisfactory level of inter-rater reliability.

Data analyses
We combined the variable-centred approach using categorical confirmatory factor analysis
(CFA) and the person-centred approach using categorical latent class analysis (LCA). Combining both approaches is beneficial because both approaches provide complementary, but
uniquely informative, perspectives to measurement invariance (Gillet et al. 2019). Specifically,
‘Variable-centered analyses operate under the assumption that all participants are drawn from a
single population for which a single set of “average” parameters can be estimated. Personcentered analyses explicitly relax this assumption by considering the possibility that the sample
might include multiple subpopulations characterized by different sets of parameters’ (Gillet
et al. 2019, p. 241). To answer the first research question, categorical CFA models of teaching
quality with the six correlated factors were conducted separately for each country sample. The
six-factor solution was compared with the competing one-factor solution where all items
loaded on only one factor.
To answer research questions 2–4, measurement invariance testing using the categorical
multiple-group CFA (MGCFA) was conducted. The six-factor model was estimated simultaneously for the two country samples. Three competing models were tested including
configural, metric and scalar invariance. The configural invariance model tests whether the
six teaching quality domains and the set of items associated with each domain have a similar
factor structure across countries. The metric invariance model tests whether the factors have
the same meaning and the same measurement unit in both countries by assuming that factor
loadings are the same in both groups. At the scalar invariance, factor loadings (estimating the
meaning of the constructs) and item thresholds (the levels of the categorical items) are assumed
to be equal in both countries. Reaching this level of measurement invariance allows for valid
cross-country comparisons of factor scores (scale means). Subsequently, mean scores and the
corresponding standard deviations of the six teaching quality domains could be estimated.
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To answer the remaining research questions (5, 6), multiple-group LCA (MGLCA) was
applied to the 32 items. In contrast to factor analysis (in which the aim is to identify interrelated
items that describe a continuous latent variable), latent class analysis is a person-centred
approach used to identify groups of individuals (categorical latent variable) based on similarities in their item scores and estimate the conditional response probabilities for each item and
latent class (Magidson and Vermunt 2004). The LCA approach ‘aims to identify groups with
as little variation within a group and as much variation between groups as is possible based on
the number of groups that are defined’ (McMullen et al. 2018, p. 73). Groups of teachers can
differ on some dimensions (e.g., teaching experience, gender, subject taught), but ‘if similarities can be observed in international comparisons despite those factors, one may argue that
there is a relative level of universality’ (McMullen et al. 2018, p. 72) in the groups identified
by this analysis.
An initial step in assessing measurement invariance in this framework involves establishing
the optimal number of latent classes in each country (Collins and Lanza 2010). Therefore, a
series of models with increasing numbers of class solutions (varying between one and five for
this analysis) were fitted to the data in each of the two samples as well as on the full merged
dataset. The best-fitting class solution was selected and tested in the subsequent measurement
invariance analysis.
Furthermore, measurement invariance was tested with a multiple-group LCA analysis
where a series of increasingly restricted models estimated simultaneously in all groups were
compared (Bialowolski 2016; Kankaras et al. 2011; Magidson and Vermunt 2004). The
unrestricted or completely heterogeneous model assumes that the only similarity between
countries is the number of classes identified and allows that response patterns (conditional
probabilities) and class sizes vary among countries. Although the number of classes in both
countries may be the same, direct between-country comparisons is not permitted in this step
because the meaning of latent classes may be substantially different. The partially homogeneous model addresses this issue and restricts the measurement part of the model (conditional
probabilities) to be equal in both country samples. For each country, the meaning of latent
classes is invariant of the country and cross-country comparisons in this respect are meaningful. However, the size of the classes (i.e. the relative importance of each class) may still vary.
The completely homogeneous model further restricts the probabilities of class membership to
be equal in both country samples (i.e. the percentage of individuals assigned to different
classes will be equal in both samples). This last assumption implies that the identified groups
of teachers with similar scoring patterns are identical in the two country samples with identical
numbers of teachers assigned to each group. Meeting this last assumption ensures the highest
level of cross-country comparability, but is difficult to achieve in cross-national studies
measuring teaching quality such as the current study.
The common model-data goodness-of-fit indices for the categorical CFA and MGCFA
models include the root mean square error of approximation (RMSEA), the comparative fit
index (CFI), and the Tucker-Lewis index (TLI), and adhere to common guidelines (i.e., CFI
and RMSEA & lower and upper for 90% confidence interval of RMSEA <0.08; CFI >0.90;
TLI >0.90) for an acceptable model fit (Brown 2014; Desa 2016; Wang and Wang 2012). In
addition, to evaluate competing models, changes in CFI (ΔCFI), TLI (ΔTLI) and RMSEA
(ΔRMSEA) of < 0.01 were applied (Cheung & Rensvold, 2012; Desa 2016; Wang and Wang
2012). For MGLCA, the most commonly used goodness-of-fit indices were applied, as well as
the Bayesian information criterion (BIC). Smaller values of the BIC indicate better model fit,
suggesting that the model with the lowest value characterizes the most representation of the
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data. To assess the quality of class membership classifications, the entropy criterion information was used. The values of the entropy criterion range from 0.0 to 1.0, with values closer to
1.0 indicating a better classification (Muthén and Muthén 2007). Entropy values above 0.6 are
considered sufficient. All analyses were conducted using a statistical program Mplus version
7.4 (Muthén & Muthén, 2018).

Results
The reliability of the differentiated instruction scale (Cronbach’s alpha = 0.78) and other
teaching quality scales are good (Cronbach’s alpha > 0.70). The six-factor CFA models
indicate a better fit for the competing one-factor model (see Table 1, upper part). The fit
indices of the six-factor model of teaching quality is satisfactory, with CFIs = 0.93 and 0.97,
TLIs = 0.92 and 0.96 and RMSEAs = 0.06 and 0.006 for Dutch and South Korean samples,
respectively. Factor loadings derived from CFA results for both samples indicate that all items
load sufficiently (> 0.60) on the corresponding domains. Particularly, items measuring differentiated instruction have high factor loadings in both country data, ranging from 0.73 to 0.87
(see Table 2). These results suggest that the hypothesized six domains of teaching behaviour,
which distinguishes differentiated instruction from other teaching quality domains, is confirmed for both Dutch and South Korean samples. This means that differentiated instruction is
empirically distinguishable from the other domains of teaching quality in each country
(research question 1).
The latent factor structure of teaching quality is similar across the two national samples (see
Table 1, lower part), as indicated by good indices at the configural, metric and scalar levels of
invariance (CFIs and TLIs > 0.90, RMSEAs < 0.08) as well as by the comparative assessments of
relative fit indices (ΔRMSEAs, ΔCFIs, ΔTLIs < 0.01). This confirms that all domains of teaching
Table 1 Results from various CFA models with separate (upper part) and combined data (lower part)
CFI

Sample of Dutch teachers
One-factor
0.820
Six-factor
0.929
Sample of South Korean teachers
One-factor
0.956
Six-factor
0.967
Full sample (multiple-group analysis)
Measurement invariance analysis
Six-factor configural
0.951
Six-factor metric
0.944
Six-factor scalar
0.952
Nested models comparisons
ΔCFI
Metric vs configural
− 0.007
Scalar vs metric
0.008
Scalar vs configural
0.001

TLI

RMSEA
Estimate

Lower bound

Upper bound

0.808
0.922

0.092*
0.058*

0.088
0.055

0.095
0.062

0.952
0.963

0.066*
0.058**

0.061
0.053

0.070
0.063

0.946
0.940
0.950
ΔTLI
− 0.006
0.010
0.004

0.058*
0.061*
0.062*
ΔRMSEA
0.003
0.001
0.004

0.055
0.058
0.059

0.061
0.064
0.065

CFI comparative fit index, TLI Tucker-Lewis index, RMSEA root mean square error of approximation, lower and
upper for 90% confidence interval of RMSEA
*p < 0.001; **p < 0.05
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Table 2 Standardized factor loadings derived from CFA results for Dutch and South Korean samples
Domain and items
Learning climate
Item 1
Item 2
Item 3
Item 4
Classroom management
Item 5
Item 6
Item 7
Item 8
Clarity of instruction
Item 9
Item 10
Item 11
Item 12
Item 13
Item 14
Item 15
Activating learning
Item 16
Item 17
Item 18
Item 19
Item 20
Item 21
Item 22
Differentiated instruction
Item 23
Item 24
Item 25
Item 26
Teaching learning strategies
Item 27
Item 28
Item 29
Item 30
Item 31
Item 32

The Netherlands

South Korea

0.805
0.757
0.887
0.776

0.756
0.727
0.840
0.791

0.783
0.726
0.724
0.678

0.751
0.849
0.762
0.704

0.711
0.660
0.737
0.766
0.706
0.707
0.636

0.759
0.722
0.773
0.772
0.697
0.774
0.758

0.613
0.610
0.737
0.787
0.695
0.657
0.447

0.655
0.737
0.811
0.800
0.596
0.694
0.627

0.783
0.782
0.734
0.832

0.829
0.841
0.870
0.826

0.791
0.836
0.801
0.757
0.766
0.783

0.754
0.780
0.814
0.769
0.639
0.775

quality are invariant, and interpreted and responded to in a similar manner in both countries. This
indicates that differentiated instruction (and also the other five domains of teaching behaviour) in the
two national samples can be compared on latent mean scores (research question 2). The results in
Table 3 show that differentiated instruction was observed more frequently in South Korean teachers’
classrooms compared with Dutch teachers (p < 0.01). To give general information about differentiated instruction in comparison to other domains, mean scores and the corresponding standard
deviations of the six teaching quality domains are presented (see Table 4).
Furthermore, results show that differentiated instruction is significantly and positively
related to other domains of teaching behaviour, and this applies to both national contexts
(see Table 5). Higher performance in differentiated instruction is associated with higher
performance in other domains of teaching behaviour, and vice versa (research question 3).
In both countries, the activating teaching domain appears to be the strongest correlate of
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Table 3 Mean estimates for latent variables of teaching quality in South Korea in comparison to The Netherlands
Latent variable

Means

Learning climate
Classroom management
Clarity of instruction
Activating learning
Differentiated instruction
Teaching learning strategies

Estimate

SE

− 0.909*
− 0.213**
− 0.228**
0.193*
1.140*
1.043*

0.158
0.107
0.079
0.056
0.207
0.120

Estimates based on the scalar model. Latent variable means are set to 0 in the reference group (The Netherlands)
*p < 0.001; **p < 0.05. The difference in Differentiated instruction between South Korea and the Netherlands is
italicized

differentiated instruction, followed by teaching learning strategies, clarity of instruction,
classroom management and learning climate.
Results also reveal differential relationships between differentiated instruction and other domains
of teaching quality in both countries (see Table 5). Compared with the Netherlands, the relationships
between differentiated instruction and the other domains of teaching quality in South Korea are
considerably stronger (research question 4).
Moreover, MGLCA results show that the partially homogeneous model seems to be the best
model representing the data compared with the completely heterogeneous and completely homogeneous models, as indicated by the BIC index (see Table 6, lower-right part, M2) and by the high
entropy value of 0.95. This means that in both national contexts, four comparable types (classes) of
teachers in terms of the patterns of their teaching quality can be identified. These four types describe
similar scoring patterns of teaching behaviour, but the relative number of teachers assigned to these
groups varies across both national contexts. This result confirms that the determined profiles are
sufficiently equivalent across the two countries (research question 5).
The four classes were labelled further as groups A, B, C and D (see Fig. 1). In the Dutch sample,
groups A and B consisted of a relatively small number of teachers (NA,NL = 78; NB,NL = 69). Group C
was the largest (NC,NL = 287) and accounted for almost 50% of the entire sample, while Group D
contained 28% of the sample (ND,NL = 172). In the Korean sample, groups A, B and D contained
roughly 30% of the sample each (NA,KOR = 105; NB,KOR = 119; ND,KOR = 112). Group C was the
smallest with only 10% of the sample (NC,KOR = 37).
Table 4 Descriptive statistics of teaching quality domains in The Netherlands and South Korea
Latent variable

The Netherlands
Mean

Learning climate
Classroom management
Clarity of instruction
Activating learning
Differentiated instruction
Teaching learning strategies

3.38
3.17
3.09
2.63
1.89
2.03

South Korea
SD
0.56
0.59
0.57
0.60
0.68
0.72

Mean
3.07
3.07
2.93
2.78
2.38
2.61

SD
0.65
0.66
0.61
0.62
0.82
0.79

Estimates based on the raw scores on the scale with scores ranging from 1 to 4 (without recoding). Mean
estimates for Differentiated instruction are italicized
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Table 5 The relationship between differentiated instruction and other teaching quality domains based on factor
covariances at the scalar level of invariance in both national contexts
Differentiated instruction with:

The Netherlands
Estimate

Learning climate
Classroom management
Clarity of instruction
Activating learning
Teaching learning strategies

South Korea
SE

0.425*
0.487*
0.562*
0.735*
0.664*

0.053
0.049
0.045
0.039
0.041

Estimate
0.823*
0.825*
0.881*
0.923*
0.886*

SE
0.031
0.030
0.022
0.021
0.023

*p < 0.001. Estimates based on the raw scores

The visual representation of conditional probabilities of the four classes/groups shows that
teaching quality domains appear to be ordered in terms of level of complexity (see Fig. 1). In
all four classes/groups, differentiated instruction is shown to be the most demanding domain
compared with other teaching quality domains. This pattern applies to both national samples
(research question 6).
Further inspection of patterns in the four classes/groups indicates that group A is characterized by teachers who are good in all domains of teaching behaviour. In contrast, group D is
marked by teachers who are weak in all domains of teaching behaviour. Furthermore, teachers
in group A and B share similar characteristics in their mastery of teaching behaviour. Both
groups appear to be weak in the more demanding teaching quality domains. Particularly, both
groups do not master differentiated instruction, while group C seems to struggle with teaching
learning strategies in their classrooms as well.

Conclusions and discussion
The current study aims to add to the body of knowledge regarding the adequacy of comparing
differentiated instruction practices across countries by examining the factor structure of
differentiated instruction in comparison to other teaching quality domains.
Table 6 Results from various latent class models with separate (upper part) and combined data (lower part)
Sample of Dutch teachers
Model
BIC
M1
One-class
35,987.961
M2
Two-class
32,768.009
M3
Three-class
32,100.948
M4
Four-class
31,937.600
M5
Five-class
31,943.433
Full sample (multiple-group analysis)
Model
M1
M2
M3
M4
M5

One-class
Two-class
Three-class
Four-class
Five-class

BIC
62,219.812
55,527.526
54,240.851
54,177.228
54,235.084

BIC Bayesian information criterion

Sample of South Korean teachers
Model
M1
M2
M3
M4

One-class
Two-class
Three-class
Four-class

BIC
24,831.317
21,265.083
20,551.570
20,582.324

Full sample (multiple-group analysis)
Measurement invariance analysis
Model
BIC
M1
Four-class unrestricted (complete heterogeneity) 54,177.228
M2
Four-class restricted (partial homogeneity)
53,878.213
M3
Four-class restricted (complete homogeneity)
54,148.092
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Group A
C1
C2
C3
C4
M1
M2
M3
M4
I1
I2
I3
I4
I5
I6
I7
A1
A2
A3
A4
A5
A6
A7
L1
L2
L3
L4
L5
L6
D1
D2
D3
D4

Group C

Group B

Group D

Climate

Management

Instruction

Activation

more oen weak
than strong

Learning

more oen strong
than weak

strategies

mostly strong
Differentiation

100%

50%

0%

50 %

100 %

100%

50%

0%

50 %

100 %

100%

50%

0%

50 %

100 %

100%

50%

0%

50 %

100 %

Fig. 1 Conditional probabilities for the four-class multiple-group model at the partially homogeneous level of
invariance

Using the categorical CFA framework, differentiated instruction can be distinguished
empirically from other domains of teaching behaviour. Hence, our study supports the
theoretical idea that differentiated instruction is a specific construct that can be viewed as a
distinct domain of teaching quality (Van de Grift 2007). The construct specificity of
differentiated instruction is empirically evident in both Dutch and South Korean samples.
The two national contexts represent two diverse cultures and educational systems. Hence,
our findings add to the ecological validity of the differentiated instruction
operationalization specifically, and teaching quality constructs more generally. Also, from
the variable-centred approach of measurement invariance using the categorical MGCFA
framework, evidence indicates that the differentiated instruction construct is interpreted in
a similar way in The Netherlands and South Korea. This suggests that the differentiated
instruction construct, though conceptually complex (Smale-Jacobse et al. in press), appears to be a relevant construct in the two diverse cultural settings.
Differentiated instruction appeared to be observed more frequently in South Korea compared with The Netherlands, confirming results of past research (Van de Grift et. al 2017).
Reasons for this finding are not straightforward. As discussed earlier, South Korean teachers
seem to struggle with differentiated instruction, just as their Dutch colleagues. Indeed, both
scores show room for improvement. However, apparently, there are context-specific factors
that may explain why in South Korea differentiated instruction was observed more than in
The Netherlands. One possible explanation may be found in the quality of teacher professionalization in South Korea. In general, South Korean teachers engage in ongoing professionalization frequently (Heo et al. 2018; Sami 2013) and they experience relatively much support
from peer networks (Schleicher 2016) which may help them in the development of their
teaching. Conversely, teachers in The Netherlands experience relatively little support from
school leaders and peers when it comes to differentiated instruction (Van Casteren, 2017).
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South Korea has a very high-quality and competitive licensing assessment for secondary
school teachers (National Center on Education and the Economy 2018). Teacher salaries
increase along with increasing quality of teaching, time spent on guiding students and
continuous professional development (Choi and Park 2016) which could provide an incentive
for implementing high-quality teaching behaviours such as differentiated instruction. In South
Korea, technology is often used in classrooms (Bermeo 2014; Heo et al. 2018), and initiatives
like SMART learning have opened up possibilities for better accommodating students’
learning needs by means of ICT (Kim, Cho & Lee 2016). In Dutch education, most teachers
use ICT too, but specifically using applications to facilitate extra practice, for instance, is less
common (Kennisnet 2017). Dutch teachers have relatively little planning time and may
perceive their classrooms as relatively homogeneous due to the existence of external forms
of differentiation and (ability) tracking in secondary education, which may (in part) explain
why they differentiate less (Van Casteren et al., 2017). Additionally, government initiatives in
Korea like the ‘Zero Plan’ may affect differentiated instruction, although in Dutch education,
there are government incentives to support low-achieving students and talented students too
(Ministry of Education, Culture and Science 2014, 2016). Lastly, a major learning resource in
Korean classes is government-endorsed textbooks, and workbooks (Heo et al. 2018). The
quality of these materials may also have added to our findings. More in-depth research would
be needed to unravel the content and sources used in differentiated instruction across the
countries to add to our understanding of differences between countries. In addition, future
research can benefit from adding important personal and contextual factors that may explain
differences in differentiated instruction in both countries. Our findings on differences between
countries are a first step in comparing differentiated instruction across contexts. Combining
such quantitative findings about the quality of differentiated instruction with more in-depth
descriptions of best practices in differentiated teaching could provide practically relevant input
for teachers across countries to learn from one another.
Concerning the relationship of differentiated instruction and other teaching domains, results
showed that learning climate, classroom management, clarity of instruction, activating learning
and teaching learning strategies are correlates of differentiated instruction in both countries.
Higher performance in differentiated instruction is linked to higher performance in the
mentioned domains of teaching quality, and vice versa. This suggests that teachers practicing
differentiated instruction are likely to master and apply other domains of teaching quality in
their classroom practices. This finding is consistent with the findings of prior studies in the
Dutch context showing the interrelationship between differentiated instruction and other
domains of teaching quality (Maulana et. al 2015; Van de Grift et al., 2014; Van der Lans
et al. 2017, 2018), and extends the evidence beyond the Dutch context in secondary education.
Our findings show that activating learning and teaching learning strategies are the two
strongest correlates of differentiated instruction in both countries. This suggests that teachers’
differentiated instruction practices are connected to taking an active and stimulating approach
to students’ learning, as well as promoting learning strategies for more active and independent
learning, which is in line with the student-centred focus of the construct (Tomlinson 2014).
Cognitive activation of students has theoretically and empirically been related to student
achievement and student interest and also to approaches to teaching matching the premises
of differentiated instruction such as student-centred teaching and using formative assessment
(Echazarra et al. 2016; Klieme et al. 2009; Praetorius et al. 2018). Additionally, a cognitive
analysis of teaching behaviours of expert teachers shows that teachers who differentiate tend to
stimulate students to participate in regulation of the learning process (Keuning et al. 2017),
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which may explain the relatively strong relation between learning strategies and differentiation. Moreover, activating teaching, teaching learning strategies and differentiation have all
been found to be relatively demanding compared with other teaching behaviours (Van der
Lans et al. 2018). The relationship between differentiated instruction and the other five
domains of teaching quality in South Korea is stronger compared with the Netherlands. This
suggests that good practices of learning climate, classroom management, clarity of instruction,
activating learning and teaching learning strategy are beneficial for differentiated instruction in
both countries, and vice versa.
By applying a person-centred approach of measurement invariance using the MGLCA
framework, four comparable teacher profiles in both countries were found, which differ in the
proportion of teachers assigned to each group in both samples. These profiles represent a group
of teachers with high teaching quality including a high level of differentiated instruction (group
A), a group with low teaching quality profile including a low level of differentiated instruction
(group D) and two groups in which teachers have a reasonably good level of basic teaching
skills (i.e. learning climate, classroom management, clarity of instruction), but struggle with
mastering the more demanding domains such as differentiated instruction (group B) as well as
teaching learning strategies (group C). This finding provides a further confirmation regarding
the measurement invariance of differentiated instruction and the five related teaching quality
domains that was established using the variable-centred approach. Hence, the person-centred
approach is useful not only for measurement invariance testing but also for identifying groups
of teachers that vary in their quality of instruction. This could help to develop and apply
tailored group interventions. Furthermore, results also show that differentiated instruction
appears to be the most demanding domain of teaching behaviour, and this applies to both
countries. The results indicate a clear pattern of teaching domains ordered in terms of level of
difficulty. Past studies with Dutch pre-service teachers (Maulana et al. 2015) and Dutch
experienced teachers (Van der Lans et al. 2017) applying item response theory techniques
are consistent with the current study, indicating that differentiated instruction appears to be
relatively difficult to master. The MGLCA approach appears to be a potential technique for
testing the complexity levels of teaching behaviour, which complements other techniques such
as item response theory (Rasch modelling).
To conclude, more proficient teachers might exhibit more connected behavioural domains
in comparison to less effective teachers. This might be reflected at a national level, too.
Differentiated instruction appears to be the most difficult domain of teaching behaviours in
both national contexts. Because differentiated instruction is strongly linked to other five
teaching quality domains, this implies that studying and supporting differentiated instruction
should be done in connection to other teaching quality domains. The most challenging of all
might be the fine-tuning of teaching quality in the different domains into a coherent whole
adding to more effective classroom practices.

Limitations
The current study has strengths as regards measuring actual differentiated instruction and the
associated teaching quality domains using an objective observation instrument, employing a
robust theoretical framework, focusing on secondary education across two countries where
scarce studies are available and using relatively novel and complementary methodological
approaches. However, there are also some limitations.
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Although the data from both countries are sufficiently large and relatively representative,
teachers participated on a voluntary basis. This means that the current sample may not include
specific groups of teachers which should be included for making inferences at the country
level. Hence, caution against the generalization of findings to the country level is warranted
until replication studies with broader and more representative sample are available.
Furthermore, the observation instrument used in this study does not capture all aspects of
differentiated instruction. The concept was captured using a few specific items and relating
these to other teaching quality domains. This overarching approach increased the breadth of
the instrument, but diminishes the depth of the measurement of the respective domains,
including differentiated instruction. The focus in the observation instrument was on convergent
differentiation (aimed at supporting weaker students) and on differentiation of instructions and
processing. Other forms of differentiated instruction such as differentiation of learning materials, end product and learning environment are underrepresented. Future refinement of the
instrument could help to capture a more comprehensive operationalization of differentiated
instruction.
Although the current study applied a sophisticated and advance multigroup CFA and
multigroup LCA, the nested structure of the data was not fully taken into account. The
convenience sampling procedure resulted in imbalanced teacher-school data, which also
varied between countries. In addition, applying a multilevel structure in the categorical
CFA and LCA approaches is very complex. Because of the highly expensive costs and
demanding nature of natural classroom observations in both countries, it was not possible to
collect data from a random sample using a balance sample principle for all nested levels.
Future research should attempt to employ a better sampling procedure and employ multilevel CFA and multilevel LCA, if possible, to increase the accuracy of the estimates
(Pornprasertmanit et al. 2014). In addition, the current study did not take covariates into
account in the multigroup LCA analyses. This choice is justified because the aim is to
provide the first attempt regarding clusters at the country level as a person-centred approach
of measurement invariance. One may argue that groups of teachers may differ on some
characteristics (e.g. gender, teaching experience) which may affect grouping results. Future
research aiming at examining more detailed investigation of latent profiles across countries
beyond the measurement invariance test will benefit from taking important covariates into
account. In addition to frequentist approach of latent class analysis, the Bayesian framework may also be used to gain more insights into differentiated instruction profiles across
countries.
Finally, the use of a single measure can also be a limitation for tapping differentiated
instruction more comprehensively. Triangulating different sources of information from different stakeholders (e.g. students, teachers, principals) may enrich the understanding of differentiated instruction practices more. Although observation is considered as more objective
compared with teacher and student reports (Van de Grift et. al 2017), there could possibly
be differences due to the ‘cultural lens’ of observers (compare Aldridge and Fraser 2000).
More insight into how teaching quality is understood across national contexts is needed to
corroborate findings of the present study. This could for instance be achieved by adding
qualitative information and student-level measures in future research.
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Implications and future directions
Strong policy support for differentiated instruction and high-quality teaching behaviours is
gaining more momentum in international efforts to promote excellence and equal opportunities
in education. Yet, comparative research on the topic is still in an incipient stage. Studying
differentiated instruction in a comparative context offers the possibility for understanding
mechanisms supporting its successful practices which can potentially be translated and
adopted (with proper adaptation) across cultural contexts.
The observation measure used in this study is proven to be a valid and reliable tool for
tapping actual differentiated instruction practices in both countries, specifically targeted at
aspects of content, process, assessment and commonly practiced convergent differentiation.
Hence, the measure provides unique information regarding specific areas of improvement and
can be used as a diagnostic tool to improve differentiated instruction practices. The measure
might potentially be useful for other countries beyond South Korea and The Netherlands as
well.
Furthermore, the finding that differentiated instruction appeared to be the most difficult skill
to master in both countries implies that schools and educational researchers should pay even
more attention to this aspect of teaching behaviour. Because other domains of teaching quality
are significant correlates of differentiated instruction, and the six domains of teaching quality
follow a systematic order of complexity level, efforts to improve differentiated instruction
skills should take into account the other five domains of teaching quality following the notion
of zone of proximal development. This can be done by guiding and coaching teachers using
the current instrument focusing on domains they are still struggling with step by step towards
the differentiated instruction domain.
The current study offers valuable information for future country comparisons and improvement efforts in differentiated instruction and its correlates. Future research will benefit from
moving beyond the investigation of measurement properties and taking into account universally relevant and context-specific malleable factors supporting differentiated instruction and
its impact on various student outcomes. Studies from the American context indicate that
factors such as essentialist curriculum influences, orchestrated teaching materials, highstakes assessments and reward systems for teachers favouring compliance hinder teachers to
practice differentiated instruction (Olsen and Sexton 2009), while fewer restrictive prescriptions to teaching (content) facilitates differentiated instruction (Hoffman and Duffy 2016). In
future country comparisons on differentiated instruction, the mentioned hindering and facilitators should be taken into account to confirm their relevance in different cultural contexts.
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Appendix

Nr The teacher…
23 ...evaluates whether the lesson aims have
been reached
24 ...offers weaker learners extra study and
instruction time

25 ...adjusts instructions to relevant
inter-learner differences

12
3
4
12
3
4

12
3
4

26 ...adjusts the processing of subject matter to 1 2
relevant inter-learner differences
3
4

Examples of good practices
...evaluates whether the lesson aims have
been reached
...evaluates learners’ performance
...gives weaker learners extra study time
...gives weaker learners extra instruction
time
...gives weaker learners extra
exercises/practices
...gives weaker learners ‘pre- or
post-instruction’
...puts learners who need little instructions
(already) to work
...gives additional instructions to small
groups or individual learners
...does not simply focus on the average
learner
...distinguishes between learners in terms of
the length and size of assignments
...allows for flexibility in the time learners
get to complete assignments
...lets some learners use additional aids and
means

Observed
0 1
0 1
0 1
0 1
0 1
0 1
0 1
0 1
0 1
0 1
0 1
0 1

Item
no.

Item text

Note: 1 = mostly weak & more often weak than strong; 2 = more often strong than weak; 3 = mostly strong.
Climate
1
The teacher shows respect for learners in his/her behaviour and language
2
The teacher maintains a relaxed atmosphere
3
The teacher promotes learners' self-confidence
4
The teacher fosters mutual respect
Management
5
The teacher ensures the lesson proceeds in an orderly manner
6
The teacher monitors to ensure learners carry out activities in the appropriate manner
7
The teacher provides effective classroom management
8
The teacher uses the time for learning efficiently
Instruction
9
The teacher presents and explains the subject material in a clear manner
10
The teacher gives feedback to learners
11
The teacher engages all learners in the lesson
12
The teacher during the presentation stage, checks whether learners have understood the
subject material
13
The teacher encourages learners to do their best
14
The teacher teaches in a well-structured manner
15
The teacher gives a clear explanation of how to use didactic aids and how to carry out
assignments
Activation
16
The teacher offers activities and work forms that stimulate learners to take an active approach
17
The teacher stimulates the building of self-confidence in weaker learners
18
The teacher stimulates learners to think about solutions
19
The teacher asks questions which stimulate learners to reflect
20
The teacher lets learners think aloud
21
The teacher gives interactive instructions
22
The teacher clearly specifies the lesson aims at the start of the lesson
Differentiation
23
The teacher evaluates whether the lesson aims have been reached
24
The teacher offers weaker learners extra study and instruction time
25
The teacher adjusts instruction to relevant inter-learner differences
26
The teacher adjusts the processing of subject matter to relevant inter-learner differences

Domain

Table 7 Descriptive statistics for ICALT observation items

16.8
14.6
25.8
38.8
15.7
29.0
26.9
18.1
14.1
27.4
30.1
36.2

40.4
44.4
35.9
40.4
44.9
40.4
38.0
44.7
39.9
47.1
46.0
39.9

41.8
39.9
36.7
19.7
38.3
29.3
34.3
36.4
44.9
24.2
22.3
22.6

1.1
1.1
1.6
1.1
1.1
1.3
0.8
0.8
1.1
1.3
1.6
1.3

42.3
37.5
40.6
45.4
35.0
42.4
31.4
26.5
18.4
21.5
11.3

17.6
15.6
14.0
13.5
21.4
18.8
26.6
9.2
3.6
5.9
3.8

1.6
2.5
1.3
1.2
1.8
1.0
0.7
3.6
3.5
2.5
2.6

49.7
32.7
38.0
39.9
37.0
42.3
31.4
26.3
21.3
30.9
30.6

17.8
10.9
14.6
16.5
31.9
32.7
47.6
34.3
6.9
13.6
15.2

0.8
1.1
1.1
1.1
1.1
1.3
1.3
1.6
1.1
1.3
1.6

31.6
55.3
46.3
42.6
30.1
23.7
19.7
37.8
70.7
54.3
52.7

0.5
0.5
0.8
1.8
0.5
0.8
1.0
1.2
1.0
1.0
0.8
0.8

%
missing

38.5
44.4
44.1
40.0
41.8
37.8
41.3
60.7
74.5
70.1
82.2

67.9
54.6
48.5
32.6
37.0
27.1
46.4
43.3
37.3
28.6
27.3
24.0

3

28.2 40.2 30.6 1.1
29.5 47.9 21.5 1.1
34.0 41.5 23.1 1.3

29.8
37.5
39.1
46.2
44.7
47.7
44.9
37.3
45.6
50.8
47.5
44.2

2

27.0 43.6 27.8 1.6
16.1 42.6 40.1 1.2
19.7 49.8 29.1 1.3

1.8
7.4
11.5
19.4
17.8
24.3
7.7
18.3
16.1
19.6
24.3
30.9

%
missing

1

3

1

2

Sample of South Korean
teachers

Sample of Dutch teachers
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Item
no.

27
28
29
30
31
32

Domain

Learning
strategies

Table 7 (continued)

The teacher teaches learners how to simplify complex problems
The teacher stimulates the use of control activities
The teacher teaches learners to check solutions
The teacher stimulates the application of what has been learned
The teacher encourages learners to think critically
The teacher asks learners to reflect on practical strategies

Item text

60.9
72.7
70.4
66.0
55.8
71.9

26.8
18.9
19.4
22.7
31.6
19.2

9.9
5.3
6.9
9.5
10.7
5.8

2.5
3.1
3.3
1.8
2.0
3.1

%
missing
47.3
35.1
44.7
30.9
43.1
55.1

31.9
44.9
35.6
44.4
38.6
32.4

2

18.9
18.6
18.4
23.4
16.8
11.2

3

1.9
1.3
1.3
1.3
1.6
1.3

%
missing

1

3

1

2

Sample of South Korean
teachers

Sample of Dutch teachers
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